
Leader Resources
The Leader’s Role

● CoreGroup leaders create space for and facilitate meaningful conversations in a safe and
welcoming environment where people are inspired to grow in their relationships with Jesus and
others.

● Read More

CoreGroup Best Practices

Compiled by CoreGroup Leaders
(not exhaustive, the best groups practice these)

Within Group
● Regular Attendance is important to get the most out of CoreGroup.
● Make prayer a focus in the Group and use the CARE ministry.
● Rooted in scripture: whether using the Discussion Guide or a book study, make

connections to scripture in conversation
● Open each session with an ice breaker question to foster more sharing and building

connection

Communication Outside of Group
● Have a way to regularly stay in contact with the Core Group - email, Text/Messaging, FB

Group, etc.
● The leader can also ask an individual to check on a member if they have shared

challenging news about their personal life.  Shows that we care about each other 7
days/week.  The leader can do this or ask another member to help, depending on the
situation.  Also, it could be an opportunity to attend a graduation, performance, simply
support etc…

Integration of new members is important
● Spend time getting everyone to know each other.  Ask open-ended questions that allow

everyone to share a bit of their story and build a connection with one another.  Don’t
jump immediately into the Discussion Guides when new members join but spend that
time building relationships to create a strong group and build a safe space for sharing.

● The Leader reaches out individually to new members, at a minimum, having a phone
call or going to coffee for an hour is even better.  This sets the example to invest in the
new person.
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● Reach out to members who have not been regular attendees - ask how they’re doing,
what they need, and how the group can be praying for them.

Delegate roles within the Core Group:
● Consider the following: Secretary/Care/Prayer support, Social Coordinator, Mission

Contact, Birthday Reminders & Roster.
● The Secretary/Care/Prayer support can send out prayer requests to the entire group

that respects each person’s privacy but allows the group to lift them up in prayer during
the week and for those who weren’t able to attend that week.

● The Social Coordinator plans quarterly social opportunities for the group (dinners,
potluck, outings, etc.)

● Birthday Reminders & Roster: Celebrate birthdays with texts, food, parties. Send day
before and/or day of reminders for group meetings. Create a roster to share with the
group and share with your coach or pastor of groups.

● The Mission Contact plans 1-2 opportunities each year for the group to serve together.
This can be done in several ways and is an opportunity to develop leaders within the
group. This will help develop new leaders within the Group to share leadership.
Additional leaders also can help jumpstart other groups, while remaining part of their
original group.

Understanding Group Dynamics
The Five Phases of Group Development* were first described in the 1960’s. It is important to note that these
phases are all necessary and inevitable when a Core Group is growing as individuals and as a group so that
we grow spiritually and face challenges. The ongoing nature of groups creates a commitment to each other.
There will be differences in opinion, backgrounds, and experiences all of which can act as a catalyst for growth
and promote conversations that lead people to be formed in the image of Jesus over time.

Read the following and identify where your group might be and one strategy you can begin to implement.
Share this with your coach. If you don’t have a coach, email Pastor Charity with your observation and one
action step.

FORMING
CHARACTERISTICS

● Group members are eager, polite, and generally stay with safe topics.
● Internally, group members are wondering where and how they fit in the group and they

may be experiencing anxiety and questioning their decision.
STRATEGIES

● At this stage the Group leader leads in making decisions, always asking for agreement,
feedback and collaboration.

● Facilitating introductions can help folks see others and be seen within the Group. A
structured activity for introductions could be helpful.

● The group leader needs to be  accessible and ensure a relatively quick response time.
● The Group leader also sets the tone by sharing the “big picture” that includes common

ground for conversation (i.e. you have the option to share it’s not mandatory, you can
ask follow up questions, be present as much as possible, confidentiality etc..)



STORMING
CHARACTERISTICS

● Group members may show some resistance through a lack of participation, conflicts that
are based in feelings and opinions, competition with one another, and high emotions.

● Group members may also show movement to using group norms (common ground) and
holding one another accountable.

STRATEGIES
● The group leader can request and encourage feedback and use it to modify how the

group is interacting.
● When there is conflict, identify the issues and facilitate a resolution. Normalize conflict

and resolution as a part of the group process and growth.
● Build trust by honoring commitments such as attendance and participation, both as

individuals and as a group. Hold each other accountable, and be prepared to name the
commitments. This is also an opportunity to either reaffirm or modify your group
agreements.

NORMING
CHARACTERISTICS

● Group members understand the purpose and goal of Core Groups.
● Group members display more confidence, an improved commitment to the group, are

engaged and supportive of one another.
● There is an atmosphere of ease and almost relief, lowered anxiety and a developing

sense of cohesion.
STRATEGIES

● The Group leader can recognize individual and group efforts including appreciation for
the general atmosphere you are co-creating.

● Provide learning opportunities and feedback that foster growth.
● The Group leader can monitor the “energy” of the group, especially for indications of

movement through the group development process.
● At this stage consider sharing the leader's responsibilities. Develop a model that works

for your group.
● "The Gathering's purpose for Core Groups is that they are our best tool for life

transformation within our congregation.CoreGroups are our means of primary spiritual
formation. Take some time for personal and/or group reflection on the degree to which
this is happening for you. What was your goal in participating? How are you
progressing? What support do you need?"



PERFORMING
CHARACTERISTICS

● Group members show high levels of motivation, trust, and empathy.
● Individuals defer to the needs of the group.
● Group members are generally consistent in attendance, interdependent, and

self-reflective.
STRATEGIES

● The Group leader can “guide from the side” - there is very little intervention or direction
needed.

● The Group leader encourages and facilitates collective decision-making.
● The Group celebrates its success in meeting its goals. Take time together to reflect on

your growth as individuals and a group.
● Group raises up a leader who helps start a new group (and then returns to their original

group).
● Group mentors a new group.

ADJOURNING
CHARACTERISTICS

● An individual or the group as a whole feels the need to close this chapter.
● There is a focus on process - the process of the individual and the group.
● Group members may feel sadness as they agree to exit or disband.

STRATEGIES
● The Group leader can name and recognize change and normalize it as a part of

learning, growth, and life.
● Provide an opportunity for reflection on lessons learned (may be a structured activity),

individual acknowledgements, and expressions of gratitude and appreciation.
● Celebrate the time you had together - “Don’t cry because it’s over. Smile because it

happened.” -Dr. Seuss


